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ABSTRACT 

The paper attempts to well scrutinize the influence of “Patents, Monopoly and its impact 

on Access to Healthcare.” Pharmaceutical and healthcare gadgets makers contend that 

the ebb and flow of patent framework is essential for invigorating innovative work, 

prompting new items that improve healthcare. The budgetary profit for their ventures that 

is managed by patent assurance, they guarantee, is a motivation towards development and 

reinvestment into further healthcare departments. In any case, this view has been 

challenged in recent times. Numerous reporters contend that patents are smothering 

healthcare research, for instance by keeping specialists from getting to protected materials 

or techniques they require for their research. Patents have additionally been accused for 

obstructing clinical consideration by raising costs of basic prescriptions, for example, anti-

retroviral drugs, medicines that helps to treat cancer, brain tumor,etc in different nations. 

This research work further inspects whether and how patent and monopoly are hindering 

social insurance and advancement in the access to healthcare. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
“Patents need inventors more than inventors need patents” 

Trade Related aspect on Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) have been playing an important 

and crucial role in the formulation of the rights of the correct holders of those, whose inventions 

or discoveries are now used for a specific purpose. Article 27 of the TRIPS agreement mentions 

the equality for all type of inventions and discoveries irrespective of whatsoever the field it is. 

As licenses award restraining infrastructures, the patent framework considerably affects 

markets. Tragically, transforming a given patent into money is considerably more confused 

than just setting lodgings on Boardwalk and Park Place. It is the rasping reality that the 

individuals who are against licenses consistently contend that a patent is an imposing business 

model, or possibly utilize those terms conversely. Try not to be tricked by this self-serving, 

                                                      
1 Author is a Student at KIIT Law School, Bhubaneswar, India. 
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confused talk. A patent isn't an imposing business model and any individual who says 

something else is either oblivious to the fact, they are turning a fanciful story to accommodate 

their own plan, or they are utilizing an off base shorthand articulation that truly merits 

significantly more subtlety. 

A patent is basically an exclusive right that is granted to those who combine the works to invent 

a thing known and which is and must be useful for the society. These rights can give incentives 

to the patent-holders by offering the most practicable reward for the remarkable inventions. 

Besides, in light of the fact that a patent has been allowed doesn't imply that there will be a 

business opportunity for the licensed item or administration.  

India is one of those countries where patent have been in the hands of well known developers 

and inventors. Though, due to the lack of facilities and economy IPR and Patents have a rare 

narrow scope towards healthcare and pharmaceuticals. Nevertheless, Indian patent-holders of 

these pharmaceutical industries are on their hands to bring out way cheaper drugs and 

medications for the locals as these Patented Healthcare sector is one of the chief source of 

comparatively cheaper raw materials used for the making of these drugs and also the finished 

products that can be affordable to all the corner of the world. Also, in developing countries like 

India where providing cheaper drugs for the public can do wonders making it more accessible 

and affordable we need the innovation in drugs and making therapeutic domain developed and 

making more health dispensaries. India revised the patent act in 2005 with respect to the WTO 

agreement on Trade Related aspects of Intellectual property (TRIPS) , which excluded the 

patenting rights of some chemical entities such as “Polymorphs” revoking patent ‘ever-

greening’ by large pharmaceutical companies , which makes the drugs affordability to the 

public at large  making it a big fat question.  

At various stages, confusion arises regarding the similarity of patent and monopoly considering 

a particular product or an invention. But, it is a very well known fact that patent does not 

provide us with an absolute monopoly. Section 48 of the Indian Patent Act, 1970 clearly 

explains about it, highlighting the exclusive right so as to get protection from the intervention 

of third parties from using the invention without proper consent and procedure. Patent 

insurance successfully concedes the pharmaceutical business a monopoly, paying little mind 

to the human results. For a patient with a specific sickness and a solitary arrangement accessible 

as a sole-source sedate, permitting over the top valuing that forestalls access for people to the 

drug contradicts the desire for Congress to ensure the strength of its residents.  

The people of every Nation depend on the patents and patents are dependent upon the inventors. 
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So, it would be better to say that without demand no patented invention can have its mark. 

Healthcare and pharmaceutical sectors are that very platform which requires immediate 

augmentation of facilities and economies through various inventions. The pressure between the 

individual creator and the populace over what comprises a sensible length of insurance for 

licensed innovation has happened in nations around the globe for a considerable length of time. 

At last, be that as it may, a patent isn't an inherent or Constitutional right, yet a cognizant 

decision by overseeing bodies to concede the elite responsibility for to trailblazers based, as 

referenced, on what's best for the entirety of the residents of the country. The debatable topics 

among the inventors and the common residents have been the grant of the right, whether a 

patent or a monopoly. But, this clash of achievement should not affect the necessities and the 

main background for inventing the product to the needful sectors should not be questioned.  

II. RELATION BETWEEN PATENTING RIGHT AND MONOPOLY RIGHT 
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and Competition Law have been at a par from each other 

though facing same similarities when debated at various stages. Patent or its right is usually 

known to be akin to the monopoly. We can rather say the patent holder having full rights on 

the invention have full market control just like the monopoly rights having dominance over 

other products. Patent-holders have been granted with exclusionary rights which are basically 

not a positive right.4  This particular right enables the patent-holders from excluding others 

from performing or doing similar types of activities or similar act for a product. Monopoly 

grants the same rights to the person in-charge for holding such rights, just as the Government 

of India having the monopoly over the Indian Railways under the name of IRCTC (Indian 

Railways Catering and Tourism Corporation) restricting other corporations from undertaking 

this particular activity.  When the patented technology forms a product by its activities such as 

the chemicals used by the inventors to form a new type of drug useful for a particular disease 

and such drug or the medication successfully enters into the ambit of the market giving rise to 

more demand for the same then that patented drug ends up with the monopoly position. Thus, 

patent law enables and encourages R&D dissemination, incremental innovation and a 

exclusionary right over the competitive market. 5 Though one cannot stop another person or a 

corporation from the formalities of inventing similar products but they, the patent-holders can 

stop the supply of similar products through other chains which are not acquainted with the 

patent terms making it a monopoly sphere for the patent-holders to carry on its business.  

                                                      
4The Harvard Journal of law and Technology, Volume 23 
5Push and Pull of patents, 77 Fulham Law Review 2009 
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A patent is basically a government granted monopoly on an invention to an inventor or an 

assignee for a stipulated time. Patent monopolies prevent innovation. It is an apparatus that 

works against innovations, to protect the contemporary corporations against competition from 

aggressive, innovative, and competitive upstarts. It permits the big organizations to pound 

serious upstarts in the court, as opposed to contending with their items and administrations. In 

the history changing judgment of the Hon’ble Supreme Court in the case Novartis v. Union of 

India and others, the protection of patents were made into consideration and how well patent 

and monopoly can work together for the enrichment of the health care sector.6Thus, the 

commercialization's of drugs have lead to the protection by the means of patents and monopoly 

rights.  

It is a very well known fact that fundamental rights of a citizen are the basic that should be 

protected at any cost. Right to life being the spine of every other fundamental right which 

eventually includes the right to have good health and it should be taken into consideration by 

the nation as a whole.7 In one of the famous report revision of the patent law it was contented 

that in the developing country like India, patent and monopoly doesn’t share a common 

relation. Patent-holders if granted with the power of monopoly or monopolistic approach would 

cause violation of the fundamental rights of the citizens.8 The approach was applauded by 

various people who understood the negligence of granting monopoly rights to the inventors 

even though in the form of patents. Nevertheless, at the other side of the coin plenty of inventors 

regarded it as sense of threat to their hard-work and inventions which could be seized by any 

corporation or an individual at any cost. The former Prime Minister of India, Indira Gandhi in 

one of the world summits explained the use of patent and monopoly free drugs and medications 

by quoting, “The idea of the better ordered world is one in which the medical discoveries will 

be free of patents and there will be no profiteering of life and death.”9 

Many powerful nations and corporations having the line of chain in different countries been 

arguing that a fully functional patent system would result in an inverse relationship between 

the cost of such products and affordability of access. Various Scholars suggest that the global 

intellectual property system may be facing a crisis of public legitimacy as patents may be 

blocking the access of ordinary people to medicines and their right to health. Keeping in mind 

of every favorable outcome from such restrictions, it is seen that pharmaceutical Patents play 

a vital role for accessing the path of drugs and medicine so as to guarantee a good health. 

                                                      
6 Civil Appeal No. 2706-2716 of 2013 
7 Article 21 of the Indian Constitution  
8 Rajagopal Ayyangar Committee, September 1959 
9 World Health Assembly, 1982 
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Granting of patent along with getting a monopoly view has some serious advantages if both 

the rights are clubbed together. Rights to these pharmaceutical industries helps in augmentation 

of their scope and encourages them to indulge in more research works for finding the cure of 

various diseases prevailing in the developing countries.10 These types of rights that are granted 

to the inventors give them and  protection of their inventions which encourages them to earn 

future benefits from the inventions. Indeed the development cost is high and granting these 

rights world ensures the high cost of supply but at the end both the inventors and customers are 

benefitted from this amalgamated relation of Patent and Monopoly.  

III. HEALTHCARE FACILITY: A NECESSITY THAT SHOULD NOT BE UNDER THE 

MONOPOLY 
Health care providers with showcase power appreciate considerably more valuing opportunity 

than similar monopolists in different markets, and the explanation, which isn't commonly 

perceived, is U.S.- style well being protection. Syndication in medicinal services markets, in 

this manner, has redistributive impacts that are particularly difficult for buyers. Huge allocate 

wasteful aspects—yet not the sort for the most part related with imposing business model—

additionally result, especially when the monopolist is a charitable clinic. We first note the 

requirement for a more forceful antitrust arrangement for the wellbeing part, one that 

adequately forestalls the formation of new supplier advertise power through mergers what's 

more, different partnerships. A quick need is to forestall the development of "responsible 

consideration associations" that incorporate suppliers on a level plane to accomplish showcase 

power and not only vertically to accomplish proficiency. Since it is far-fetched that courts or 

organizations could fix past mergers that gave suppliers with restraining infrastructure power, 

we likewise propose a few systems for challenging existing restraining infrastructures. One 

methodology is to apply antitrust principles against "tying" courses of action so buyers can 

challenge suppliers' benefit upgrading practice of cheating for huge groups of administrations 

as opposed to attempting to abuse independently the restraining infrastructures they have in 

different sub-markets. Another methodology is to utilize antitrust or administrative guidelines 

to deny anti-competitive arrangements, for example, "Anti-steering" or "most-supported 

country" conditions, in supplier guarantor contracts. The supplier imposing business model 

issue is extreme enough that we can't avoid the more extreme option of controlling supplier 

costs. Rivalry among healthcare providers is broadly viewed as a methods for upgrading 

effectiveness and containing costs in the medicinal services framework. In this paper, it is 

                                                      
10 Trips and India’s Pharmaceutical Industry, 36 Economic and Political Weekly, 2001 
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contended this could be ineffective since healthcare sector hold a solid situation available for 

medicinal services administrations. Doctors apply a kind of monopolistic force which can be 

depicted by Chamberlin's model of monopolistic rivalry. In the event that numerous wellbeing 

back up plans contend with each other, they can't offset the solid bartering position of the 

doctors. In this way, social insurance use is higher, financing either additional benefits for 

doctors or a higher number of them. What's more, wellbeing back up plans don't have a 

motivator to contract specifically with social insurance suppliers as long as there are no value 

contrasts between doctors. A monopolistic wellbeing safety net provider can balance the solid 

situation of doctors and to accomplish lower costs.11 

The non-appearance of private practices of physicians is slowly dissolving in the health care 

sector. They are nothing but small business men and women providing care for the poor with 

minimal cost. Monopoly in hospitals is rapidly increasing which is denying the process of 

providing the same to the public which is under privileged. Hippocratic oath taken by the 

doctors in the initial stages of their career to take care & provide medical support to the people 

no matter what their status is totally being denied because of the rapid growth in the monopoly 

in the medical sector which in-turn is making medical supplies and care costing a fortune.12 

This is no real way to structure a market, particularly if the objective is to hold costs under tight 

restraints. Patients and doctors have minimal motivator to control, or even examine, their 

utilization of clinical assets. A guaranteed understanding sees little expense and much 

advantage in requesting an additional test; a doctor sees maximal expense (as suit hazard) and 

little advantage in declining to give it. Along these lines, the utilization of human services is 

separated from the market powers that typically adjust cost to profit. Such protection is 

additionally destined to be wanted by the wiped out, and most drastically averse to be wanted 

by the solid (what business analysts call "antagonistic choice"), making it increasingly costly.13 

IV. IMPACT OF SUCH PATENT AND MONOPOLY ON THE HEALTHCARE SECTOR 
Since the time the antitrust laws were first applied deliberately in the human services segment 

in the mid-1970s, a few appointed authorities and observers have opposed giving the patent, 

that is, legal strategy of encouraging rivalry its due impact in medicinal services settings. 

Healthcare suppliers with showcase power appreciate significantly more estimating 

opportunity than tantamount monopolists in different markets, for an explanation that isn't for 

the most part recognized. Healthcare patents fundamentally affect social insurance, with 

                                                      
11 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/48127689_The_Provider-Monopoly_Problem_in_Health_Care 
12 https://democracyjournal.org/magazine/42/time-to-fight-health-care-monopolization 
13 http://www.thefiscaltimes.com/Articles/2011/02/03/Monopolies-Threaten-Health-Care-Cost-Controls 
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applications in clinical determination, look into instruments and pharmaceutical medications. 

Information has become a truly important resource. Its commercialization starts up worthwhile 

business openings. The vital utilization of licenses in the biomedical part is proposed to ensure 

those business interests. Be that as it may, those patent procedures have cultural repercussions. 

Healthcare organizations stress that therapeutic medications take long periods of innovative 

work. The endeavor is likewise a long way from risk free, the medication might be a 

disappointment either on the grounds that clinical preliminaries most often fail, so endorsement 

isn't given, or in light of the fact that it's nothing but a business achievement. In view of an 

investigation at the Tufts Center, it has been evaluated that the time required for the 

advancement of another medication, from beginning stages through to endorsement, takes on 

normal 11.8 years and will cost in the scope of $802 million to $1.8 billion. It is these costs, 

the business contends, that legitimize the significant expense of the medications. In an 

investigation of the technique utilized by the Tufts Center to clarify an expense of $802 million, 

and the absence of community to the information utilized for the examination, Light and 

Warburton contend that such gauges ought to be treated with wariness; these are 'legendary 

expenses' to attempt to legitimize the significant expenses of medications.  

The imposing monopoly issue in healthcare services markets is a lot more prominent today on 

the grounds that such a large number of judges and observers have decided to regard rivalry as 

wrong in healthcare services or to see non-profit healthcare organization as kind servers of the 

open premium as opposed to as potential monopolists against whom customers need antitrust 

assurance. Besides, the mix of medical coverage and restraining infrastructure, along with other 

extraordinary highlights of the human services commercial center, additionally encourages 

genuine wastefulness in the assignment of assets—but not the sort of misallocation that 

economic theory regularly connects with the activity of monopoly power.The developed 

nations just as the developing nations have their individual issues with respect to healthcare 

services. The awareness identifying with health is high among the individuals and furthermore 

the interest for the nature of medicinal services along these lines in a manner the human services 

consumption is likewise high. So the legislature has not been effective in giving widespread 

access. On the contarary the developing nations have less access to well-being both regarding 

well-being determinants and elements giving access to human services. Most of the populace 

in these nations is beneath neediness line or is uneducated or not aware of favorable 

circumstances and detriments of sanitation and neatness. In India, the entrance to social 

insurance faces different difficulties and consequently there are sacred arrangements and a 

plenty of legal choices supporting access to human services. In spite of the fact that the legal 
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executive has articulated various choices of various parts of access, administrative usage is 

what is inadequate. A great deal should be done in the authoritative field and the sacred system 

alongside the legal, regulatory and legal job in such manner should be analyzed. Judicial cases 

that deals with the impact of Patent and Monopoly on healthcare sector are: 

In the case of Peoples Union for Democratic Rights v. Union of India it was held that the state 

is under a constitutional obligation to see that there is no violation of the fundamental right of 

any person while he/she is ongoing health treatment.14 The government is, therefore, bound to 

ensure observance of various social welfare measures in compliance with directive principles 

of state policy. In Mayo Collaborative Services v Prometheus Laboratories, Inc.15 Along with 

Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, Inc The Supreme Court applies 

custom-based law Patent qualification rejections to claims coordinated to certain topic that 

fundamentally impact patents' entrance to social insurance.16 In spite of the fact that the court 

stressed that it's choices were found on copyright and patent proviso and would not define law 

dependent on human rights concerns. It is likely the court verifiably applied the precedent-

based law qualification avoidances expansively so as to address human rights concerns 

communicated by the clinical network. The court even neglected to prohibit the topic at issue 

in these cases; there are other custom-based law constraints on Patent rights that reduce the 

effect of patent monopolies on access to healthcare. 

The purpose of this topic is to point out the way that restraining monopoly power in the hands 

of non-profit healthcare clinics as well as of different suppliers or providers of well-being 

administrations or items is more, not simply similarly, destructive for both the customers as 

well as the general government assistance than imposing business models of different sorts. 

Accordingly, mergers and unions and other possibly monopolistic acts of social insurance 

supplier that include the ongoing influx of solidifying market power around purported 

accountable care organizations ought to be dependent upon unique, not loose, cautiousness by 

antitrust offices and courts. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The childhood saga of health is wealth has now taken a negative turn. In today’s era people 

like Dr. Jonas Salk who created the polio vaccine are rare to find. He once quoted in his 

announcement regarding creating of polio vaccine, “Well the people own the vaccine, I would 

                                                      
14 AIR 1982 SC 1473 
15 132 S. Ct. 1289 (2012) 
16 132 S. Ct. 2107 (2013) 
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say. There is no patent. Could you patent the sun?” 

Patent and Monopoly have created a market structure rather a monetary business for the life 

and health of the citizens. But, it would be uneven to refer that these patents and monopoly act 

as a business agent. Rather they do encourage new inventors to form the vaccines for the new 

and unknown diseases. After doing a proficient amount of research work in our opinion we 

could procure the fact that, the current patent framework is profoundly imperfect. It very well 

may be controlled by the individuals who realize how to play the patent game.  

A differentiation should be drawn between various sorts of developments. With change, the 

patent framework might be a 'sufficiently innocuous' practice for particular kinds of non‐

essential items and procedures. In any case, pharmaceutical medications are an altogether 

different class of products. Imposing business model costs in this division don't figure out what 

sort of ordinary, regular things we may wish to buy. They decide access to treatment for 

diseases and now and again lifesaving drugs. It is clear from the way that organizations use 

protecting as a key instrument that entrance to medications shall not be an issue left to the 

market; access to investigate that can influence mankind not to be up to whether a privately 

owned business is set up to permit its innovation. As mentioned at the outset, our motivation 

here has been to call out the attention of the surprisingly genuine results, for the both consumers 

and the general welfare assistance, of imposing business models in social insurance markets. 

Our central matter, be that as it may, isn't simply that restraining infrastructure is pervasive in 

such markets—in spite of the fact that we have highlighted some proof that it is, especially 

when supposed bunch markets are disaggregated into discrete submarkets for specific 

administrations. Nor have we planned to characteristic the predominance of medicinal services 

supplier showcase power chiefly to past disappointments of antitrust implementation in spite 

of the fact that we have focused on the trouble the legislature has had in forestalling 

anticompetitive mergers of charitable emergency clinics and the union of physician practices. 

Governments need to perceive that not all segments of innovation should be liable to patent 

syndications. Certain advances must be excluded in light of the fact that they are excessively 

essential to the prosperity of the planet and its occupants to be left to the control of privately 

owned businesses. Social government assistance directs that the whole biomedical division 

must be removed from the ambit of the patent framework, access to medicines, demonstrative 

tests and exploration instruments must stay easily accessible and the cost of medications shall 

not bar the mass from treatment.  

At the core of the issue is the increasing expense of protection inclusion. Expenses are rising a 

direct result of our current fourth-party framework, driven specifically by the very human 
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services qualifications that dissidents try to grow. To address that issue, we need gradual 

changes to realize more noteworthy market rivalry. Supplanting the whole framework with a 

broad government program may feel better — and might appear to be an approach to address 

the ethical component of the issue — yet it just would not work. Given its monetary wasteful 

aspects, it would never be a genuine response to the topic of how to fix medicinal services.  

So regardless of whether the reason for our human services framework is both financial and 

good, the answers for its issues must be monetary. They ought to apply showcase powers, 

including the benefit rationale, to reduce the developing expense of medicinal services. 

However much as could reasonably be expected, they should put the ability to settle on 

troublesome choices under the control of patients and their primary care physicians. Also, they 

ought to free the powers of clinical development to build quality, improve reasonableness, and 

broaden lives.  

These reflections guide us to improving, however saving, our arrangement of ensured 

disastrous consideration and Medicaid for poor people, and toward building up a certified 

market in health care coverage — through shopper driven human services specifically — for 

the individuals who get themselves uninsured today. This barely sifts through the fine 

subtleties, obviously, yet it offers the general structure of an answer, and considers the 

remarkable character of our social insurance problem: an ethical issue with a monetary 

measurement, and a financial issue with an ethical face. We can't explain it while disregarding 

either component. What's more, in the event that we pay attention to both, we may very well 

find that the benefit intention isn't the adversary of high-caliber, all around open social 

insurance — but instead its best hireling. 

***** 


